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Abstract—Sound synthesis refers to the generation of sound
using electronic hardware and software. Sound synthesis has
many applications, such as creating electronic instruments that
resemble real instruments or generate unusual, unique new
sounds. Currently, these type synthesized instruments are commonly employed for music production of many different genres
of music. The generation of a sound relies on selecting and
adjusting many parameters related to the form of base waves,
envelope signals, and digital sound filters. Unfortunately, the
number of these parameters can be huge. Therefore, creating
a new sound can be overwhelming, especially if the user is not
familiar with the principles of wave formation. In this work, we
present a method based on convolutional neural networks that
can be used to generate synthesized sounds from images that
depict geometrical figures. Our results indicate the feasibility of
employing the proposed methodology for allowing users to create
new sounds more easily.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Sound synthesis has become an essential tool for artistic
interpretation, music creation, and creative performance. The
synthesizers enable us to imitate existing sounds, such as
real acoustic instruments and generate unique sounds with
unusual timbres [1]. Synthesizers can facilitate the creation
of automated systems for the reproduction of different sounds
[2].
Sound synthesizers generate audio signals from the combination of elements created by the device’s electronic circuits.
According to the technique used, synthesizers could be analog
or digital [1]. Analog synthesizers work with continuous
signals that are processed using analog electronic components
such as resistors, capacitors, transistors. In contrast, digital
systems work with discrete operations performed on a digital
signal processor or a computer, which allows the synthesis of
wave signals that emulate analog processes.
The fundamental elements to perform sound synthesis are
oscillators, temporal envelopers, and modulators [3]. An oscillator is a device that generates a wave signal taking as
parameters of the waveform, frequency, amplitude, and phase.
A temporal enveloper is a module that allows the modification
of the amplitude of the oscillators over time, resulting in variations of the shape of the waveform generated. A modulator
allows modifying an oscillator parameter employing another
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wave, which allows achieving vibrato intensity, frequency, or
timbre of the synthesized sound signal.
Current sound synthesis methods include different types of
linear and nonlinear operations [4]. Additive synthesis consists
of generating sounds by adding existing baseline waves. The
subtractive synthesis produces sounds through the spectral
filtering of complex signals giving the possibility of using lowpass, high-pass, band-pass, and band rejection filters. Phase
distortion is done digitally by repeatedly reading a stored
waveform and varying its reading window, thus obtaining
various distorted sounds from the same waveform. Amplitude
modulation consists of modifying a wave, called a carrier,
using another modulating call. The depth of the modification is
given by the amplitude of the modulator, called the modulation
index. Frequency modulation, similar to amplitude modulation, aims to modify a carrier wave through a modulator. The
carrier wave frequency gives the depth of the modification as
a function of the modulator wave.
Sound synthesis has been widely used in the music industry
[5]. Unfortunately, the number of parameters that need to be
defined in a synthesizer can be huge [6]. Therefore, creating a
new sound can be overwhelming, especially if the user is not
familiar with the principles of wave formation.
Some studies have worked with the idea of converting
images to sounds in the literature. For example, in [7], the
authors propose a method based on the use of a short-time
Fourier transform applied on sliding windows of the image.
The dominant frequency components of the image are then
converted into their corresponding sound frequencies using
different musical scales according to the image’s dominant
color. In [8] the authors propose a method to convert images
to sound to help visually impaired people have an idea of what
is depicted on the image through the use of a Canny detector,
which horizontal and vertical responses are mapped to low and
high frequencies, respectively. Texture sonification is achieved
in [9] by converting the normalized pixel intensities into audio
samples, which also allows the generation of new sounds by
editing and filtering the images.
As shown in the works mentioned above, they achieve
the objective of producing sound from images with different
methods. However, these methods do not allow the user to
define how the sounds should be related to the images’
patterns.
In this work, we present a method based on convolutional

neural networks used to relate image patterns to synthesizer
parameters that may be used to generate synthesized sounds
from images that depict geometrical figures. The idea is that
a deep learning network can learn to associate the patterns
in an image to a specific set of parameters that generate a
sound. Then, by making modifications to the images’ patterns,
it would be possible to generate new sounds.
II. M ETHODS
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are characterized
by applying layers that are used to perform convolutions
of n-dimensional matrices efficiently. The kernels employed
to perform these convolutions are parameters that can be
trained using backpropagation algorithms to optimize a given
cost function. These types of networks are mainly used for
image processing and analysis. A common task for which
CNNs have shown excellent results is the classification of
images (e.g., Imagenet challenge [10]). When using a CNN
for classification, it is common to use an output layer with
the number of neurons equal to the number of classes that the
networks are intended to identify along with a one-hot coding.
However, it is also possible to use CNNs for regression tasks,
on which it is desired to have one or more discrete real values
that are related somehow to the network input (e.g., [11]).
CNNs are ideal for finding patterns in images. Therefore,
instead of classifying images, we try to obtain parameters to
define sounds using a digital synthesizer. For this, we propose
to employ a CNN as a regressor that allows us to relate
the settings applied to generate a given set of synthesized
sounds to arbitrary images. For this, we employ the GoogleNet
Inception V3 architecture turned into a regressor by removing
the last Softmax layer and adding two dense layers, the first
one with 128 neurons and the last one with N neurons
that establish the parameters chosen to synthesize sounds.
The cost function used to define the error  is defined as
the mean squared error between the values generated by the
network when an image is presented V , and the values of
the parameters that we want to relate to that image what was
employed to generate the synthesized sound S:
=

N
1 X
(Vi − Si )2
N i=1

(1)

The synthesized audio signals that were produced
using an online synthesizer can be found online
(https://websynths.com/). This tool allows the user to
set over 500 parameters related to oscillators, enveloper
modules, modulators, and sound filters to create original
sounds. We employed N = 33 parameters to define three
synthesized sounds (Table I). These parameters are related
to the activation of three oscillators, the type of wave
that each one handles, its amplitude, two filters that can
be low pass, high pass, the cutoff frequency, surrounding
frequencies, and effects distortion, chorus, and reverb. The
resulting sound one, two, and three can be heard at the URL
https://www.percepcioncomputacional.com/sig2sound/fig1.

We generated a dataset that contains images of black and
white geometric figures: circles, squares, and triangles of size
100 x 100 (Figure 1). In our experiment, we want each type
of geometrical figure to be related to a sound. Therefore,
each figure type is related to a set of synthesizer parameters
that generate a sound. Since we need thousands of pictures
for the training process, we employ the data augmentation
technique to create variations of the input images by applying
transformations such as scale, rotations, and translations. After
the augmentation process, the dataset consists of 3,750 images.
TABLE I
SYNTHESIZERS PARAMETERS USED TO GENERATE THREE SOUNDS .

Parameter
Oscillator 1
Wave 1
Extra Oscillators
Amplification 1
Oscillator 2
Wave 2
Extra Oscillators
Amplification 2
Oscillator 3
Wave 3
Extra Oscillators
Amplification 3
Filters
Filter Type 1
Filter Cutoff 1 (Hz)
Filter Envelope Switch
Envelope Cutoff 1 (Hz)
Filter Type 2
Filter Cutoff 2 (Hz)
Filter Envelope Switch
Filter Envelope Cutoff (Hz)
Effects Switch
Modulation Switch
Chorus Switch
Chorus Delay (ms)
Chorus Rate (Hz)
Chorus Depth (%)
Stereo Invert Switch
Low Cut (Hz)
Mix (%)
Reverb Switch
Reverb Type
Reverb Mix (%)

Sound 1
On
Pulse
3
50
100
Pulse
0
50
100
Pulse
3
25
On
Lowpass
2000
On
2000
Highpass
20
On
10000
On
On
On
3.7
2
48
On
250
50
On
120
45

Sound 2
On
Sawtooth
5
50
100
Sawtooth
0
65
100
Sawtooth
0
50
On
Lowpass
257.6
On
15.45
Lowpass
417.6
On
30.27
Off
Off
Off
0
0
0
Off
0
0
On
70
15

Sound 3
On
Sawtooth
0
50
100
Sawtooth
0
50
100
Sawtooth
0
15
On
Lowpass
4677
Off
0
None
0
Off
0
On
On
On
3.1
2
15
On
250
29
On
10
15

III. R ESULTS
For our experiment, we used 70% of the dataset images
for training the model, and the remaining 30% for validation
proposes. The model was trained for 100 epochs with a
batch size of 20 images with Adam optimizer. After training
was complete, we tested the capability of generating the
sound of the proposed method by presenting images to the
network and generating synthesized sounds using the 33 values
inferred by the network. Figure 2 depicts examples of the
spectrograms generated by the synthesized sounds produced
using figures of the dataset with the trained network using

Fig. 1. Examples of figures in dataset after augmentation.

the proposed approach. Note that the frequency response
patterns of equivalent geometric figures are very similar.
However, some differences can be noted when there exists
a geometric transformation of the shapes. This is more evident in the case of the squares and triangles, but not for
the circles. The resulting sounds can be heard at the URL
https://www.percepcioncomputacional.com/sig2sound/fig2.
Next, we evaluated the network’s capacity to generate
new sounds based on geometric figures different from those
used for training. Figure 3 depicts examples of figures and
their corresponding spectrograms generated by the synthesized
sounds produced by the network using geometrical figures that
are different from those in the dataset. Note that the frequency
patterns of these spectrograms differ from those produced
using the figures in the dataset. However, some resemblance
may be noted in the spectrograms of figures similar to those
in the dataset. The resulting sounds can be heard at the URL
https://www.percepcioncomputacional.com/sig2sound/fig3.
IV. D ISCUSSION
The creation of sounds is a topic that comes from using
acoustic elements such as elements in nature to musical instruments. However, sound creation tools evolve with the technological advances of humanity. These were initially analog, but
today we can create them by using digital signal processing
methodologies. Having the freedom to use technological tools
for creating sounds enhance creative possibilities. However,
the complexity of creating them also does. Synthesizers can
have a very high number of parameters to create new sounds,
which makes it a complicated task.
The most modern state of the art synthesizers are commercially available as physical, electronic devices that integrate a
piano keyboard with a number of octaves or as software, also
referred to as plugins. Currently, the most successful standard
for sound synthesis software interface is the virtual studio
technology (VST), which is compatible with most popular
digital audio workstations (DAW). The use of VST provided
the music producers with either instruments or sound effects
that can be customized using a graphical user interface that

Fig. 2. Spectrograms generated by the synthetized sounds produced using
figures of the dataset with the trained network.

displays controls similar to physical knobs and switches on
audio hardware. VST plugins often have many controls that
define the sounds to be generated. Presents of these values
are stored as files with a filename that tries to help to identify
them. However, the naming of sounds is difficult since relating
adjectives to sounds may be quite challenging. In this sense, it
would be beneficial to connect sound to specific characteristics
of visual patterns. It could then be possible to have a good idea
of how it will be the sound produced by a particular set of
parameters and how it would sound if a specific property of
a pattern on the image is modified.

This work explores using deep learning to be able to use
images in the creation of new sounds. The aim is to have
a different alternative by replacing the manual use of all the
parameters that need to be manipulated in a synthesizer using
images with known patterns. In this way, users can work with
patterns in an image in their process of creating new sounds
instead of setting many parameters manually on a digital
synthesizer. Using a deep neural network allows us to obtain a
latent representation of the visual patterns found in the images
that we want to work on and relate it with a digital synthesizer’s parameters. Relying on a compelling network such as
GoogleNet V3 ensures that it is a robust and reliable neural
network capable of working with simple patterns or with more
complex textures to predict the parameters necessary to operate
a digital synthesizer and create new sounds in as little as 0.16
seconds.
There exist other previous state-of-the-art works that involve
the use of artificial intelligence and digital signals for applications such as the creation of sample by sample [12], the classification of sounds from video [13], the separation of audio
signals [14], and audio style transfer [15]. However, none of
these methods directly tackle the problem of the generation
of sounds. Moreover, since the proposed work is designed
to relate image patterns with given synthesizer parameters, it
could be used with existing hardware or software synthesizers.
The results presented in this work are preliminary. Future
work includes exploring a methodology that allows the neural
network to relate sound characteristics to specific features of
the patterns depicted on the images, such as symmetry, tilt,
position, size, color, convexity, etc. Additionally, it would
be interesting to try to relate the characteristics of sounds
with image textures (for example, images of different types
of textiles or pictures of objects in patterns such as bricks,
rocks, etc.). To evaluate how useful the proposed approach is to
help the user identify and create new sounds, we will perform
experiments where the users employ images to generate sounds
using our method.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we presented a method based on convolutional
neural networks that may be used for generating synthesized
sounds from images that depict geometrical figures. Our results
indicate the feasibility of employing the proposed methodology to create new sounds more simply.
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Fig. 3. Spectrograms generated by the synthetized sounds produced using
geometrical figures different to those in the dataset that was employed for
training the network.
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